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ABSTRACT: 

3D imaging techniques, which started to be exact in regard to the current study with photogrammetry, have brought to development 

of measurement method – automated digital odontometry (aDo) – with wider opportunities in terms of understanding morphological 

characteristics of human (or, non-human) teeth and dentition. Revealing them through odontometric parameters, not as visual 

descriptions, as it has been accepted for decades and is widespread till today, digital measurement methods provide for various 

previously unattainable detailed objective studies including descriptions or comparisons. These types of studies, carried out for 

dental and anthropological applications, are of high demand in palaeoanthropology, especially in cases of rare combination of 

finding uniqueness and preservation degree with considerations of unusual morphology. Thus odontological samples from the Upper 

Palaeolithic Sunghir’ (individual C2) are of particular interest in the current study which is aimed to detect distinctive parameters 

related to morphological features and to compare the degree of feature expression on antimere teeth and teeth with lower degree of 

that feature expression.

* Corresponding author.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Odontometry 

Odontometry has become an integral part of studies related to 

teeth or dentition in a number of scientific or clinical 

disciplines, among which the following can be mentioned: 

biology, anthropology, archaeology and medicine (dentistry). 

And there are different approaches to conducting measurement, 

while the most traditional, established and quite often used even 

in our days is manual (Taduran, 2012; Peckmann et al., 2015; 

Song et al., 2017). However it has certain limitations, thus 

currently odontometry is tending towards methods, based on 3D 

imaging and image processing techniques. In some cases it 

brings to application of existing manual methods to digital 

images (Smith et al., 2009; Sassani et al., 2018), which 

obviously opens for researcher all general positive features of 

using computers. The other direction for digital odontological 

studies, implies non metric assessments, based on 3D shape 

morphometric analysis (Skinner et al., 2010; Zanolli et al., 

2018), topographical analysis (Guy et al., 2013) or interesting 

combinations (Dykes and Pilbrow, 2019), which often keeps up 

with more sophisticated approaches to obtaining 3D images and 

usually deals with enamel surface analysis, tooth crown outline 

analysis, as well as studies of underlying structures – enamel-

dentine junction. With regard to the method proposed in the 

current study – automated digital odontometry – it can run 

properly only on 3D images of teeth, though there is a 

background and an existing practice of running measurements 

on real sections of teeth or their images, both in anthropology 

and in dental studies (Martin, 1983, Khera et al., 1990, Smith et 

al., 2012). However, the method is based on appropriate 

morphological interpretations and within their confines it 

combines digital applicability, as its measuring and especially 

orientating algorithms do not exist beyond 3D imaging and 

image analysis techniques, with obtaining metric parameters. 

With the gradual development of the automated digital 

odontometry the potential for more profound and objective 

studies of dental morphology has been revealed. 

1.2 Sunghir’: the problem of measuring dental morphology 

The presented odontometric study has been carried out on the 

maxillary second molars of individual C2 from the Upper 

Palaeolithic archaeological site of Sunghir.  Remains of the C2 

individual were the Southern among found in the grave Nr. 2, 

representing head-to-head burial of two children. This rich 

burial contained mammoth tusks and significant amount of 

carved bone artefacts: beads, necklaces, long spears and darts. 

Certainly findings from this unique archaeological site were 

subjected to various studies, and some of them provide evidence 

of kinship between children (Vasilyev, 2000). Widely 

prevailing view refers Sunghirians to forms derived from 

miscegenation of Sapiental and Neanderthal origins, however 

Russian (and former Soviet) anthropological traditions interpret 

them also as maternal species of Homo heidelbergensis. So 
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studies of traits, including odontological, referring to 

taxonomical determinants plays an important role in 

anthropological studies. In this regard a rare and presumably 

archaic for Sapiental forms morphological feature of maxillary 

second molars had been described for individual C2 from 

Sunghir – elongated vertically cusps with sharp-ended and 

centrally inclined tips (Zubov, 2000) (Figure 1). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Skull and upper dental arch virtual reconstruction: C2, 

Sunghir’ 

 

 

 This trait has been also described as “centrally placed cusps” 

and has been found on dentin basis of Neanderthal teeth (Martin 

et al., 2017). As can be seen, odontological study of the 

morphological feature has been traditionally held in the nature 

of descriptive objectivity – as non-metric. Previously these teeth 

have been studied through angular measurement (Gaboutchian 

et al., 2019), and the parameters were found to be effective for 

comparisons with teeth not representing this morphological 

feature. However, more profound measurements can be 

performed for odontological analysis of trait expression degree 

in anthropological research through implementing automated 

digital odontometry. The studied morphology is characteristic 

for both upper second molars of the C2 individual, however 

with differences in location and expression degree. Thus the 

upper right molar has bent cusp tips on both orally (or palatally, 

or lingually) placed cusps; the left studied tooth has the same 

feature related to vestibularly (or buccally) placed cusps; and 

only one bent cusp tip on the opposing side of each tooth 

(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Both upper second molars reconstructed; C2, 

Sunghir’1 

1.3. Morphological linkages 

Research interests set out in this study required another tooth 

with visually evident, however uncommon, trait, the sample for 

comparisons was taken from craniological series of Chernovaya 

VIII. It is a typical burial referring to Bronze Age Okunev 

                                                                 
1 teeth are facing each other by their oral surfaces; right molar is 

left on the picture, left tooth is on the right 

culture, dated back to the second millennium BC, and 

distributed on the territories of Khakassia and the southern part 

of Krasnyarsk Krai. Palaeoanthropological material was 

obtained from 14 kurgan burials in 1962-63 by G.P. 

Maximenkov. The Chernovaya VIII series includes 50 skulls 

and they have been subjected to multiple anthropological 

studies, including referring to odontological morphology 

(Zubov, 1980). 

 

 

Figure 3. Skull, upper dental arch and the upper left third molar; 

K8 B7.2, Chernovaya 

Thus the current comparative study of C2 antimere upper 

second molars and K8 B7.2 upper third molar (Figure 3) is 

directed to reveal the potential of automated digital 

odontometry, as the method based on 3D image processing and 

data analysis, in detection metric parameters referring to 

morphologically and taxonomically significant odontological 

traits. This study is also aimed to reveal the directions of 

improvements for the applied odontometric method. In 

connection with the above-mentioned intensions and tasks a 

tooth with completely different morphology and with complete 

absence of the described features, was taken for comparisons. It 

is a lower left first molar with moderate attrition; taken from 

materials obtained at the archaeological site of Fofanovo 

(Buryatia, Russian Federation), dated through the period of 

Neolithic, Chalcolithic and Bronze ages (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Lower left first molar, Fofanovo 

2. METHODS 

2.1. 3D imaging: optical and micro-CT 
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Image obtaining methods may vary for aDo application; 

however scanning accuracy is highly appreciated as it 

influences directly the measurement results (Gaboutchian and 

Knyaz, 2019). Initially our 3D imaging experience started with 

photogrammetry and structured lighting for plaster models of 

dental arches, nevertheless other scanning methods have been 

tested and were found to be more suitable for odontological 

studies of unique palaeoanthropological material. Thus in the 

current case images partly were obtained by application of 

intraoral scanner based on confocal optics and special lighting 

source (Trios, 3Shape). This type of devices, designed 

predominantly for clinical applications in dentistry, can cope 

with tooth enamel optical features (taking into consideration its 

translucency for the majority of conventional lighting sources) 

without application of opaque coating spray, which is 

unacceptable for unique material. To some estimates, depending 

on scanning area, accuracy can approach the level of 30 µm, 

providing realistic and detailed images of teeth. Such level of 

accuracy can be compared with parameters of computed 

tomographic scans obtained for C2 individual. 

The tomographic method is based on detection of gamma 

radiation absorption level by passing through different 

substances.  The decrease of gamma ray intensity is fixed on 

detector from different angles as shade projections – graphical 

slices in greyscale, which are subsequently recalculated into sets 

of radiodensity reflecting slices for each studied object and can 

be used for 3D volume rendering. Computed tomography image 

resolution is linked to the object size or rather the diameter of 

sphere into which the studied object can be placed, thus 

accurate imaging requires correct positioning of the object in 

the scanner. By changing the radiation source power the 

imaging contrast can be set at appropriate level. The C2 skull, 

with regard to odontological studies, was scanned on GE 

v|tome|x m micro-CT system at 275 kV applied to tube 

providing 43 µm accuracy for the scanned volume of the skull 

which included complete upper dental arch.  

2.2. Processing of tomographic images 

Volume rendering as well as segmentation of teeth and their 

structures – different in density of tissues, was performed by 

means of Bruker Corporation software package (CTan, CTvox, 

CTvol and DataViewer) and Avizo Fire 9.0 software. The 

obtained images have undergone another stage of processing – 

smoothing. Modes of smoothing applied were selected in order 

to preserve the accuracy of the virtual reconstruction and are the 

following: local – by chosen triangles – and global with 90% 

strength setting (Magics, Materialise) providing strong 

associations with previous point location through the 

adjustment process. Thus point’s deviation degree varies within 

limits of 15 µm (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. The result of global smoothing procedure for enamel 

cup surface, C2, Sunghir’, tooth 2.7 

2.3. Algorithms of automated digital odontometry (aDo) 

Currently the applied odontometric process goes through stages 

of tooth orientating with subsequent “slicing”, or odontotomy, 

and measurements on the obtained tooth contours. 3D surface 

analysis is used at the initial stage for detecting principal 

morphological structures and setting directions for sectioning 

procedure according to the estimated characteristics – 

individual for each measured tooth, however general in terms of 

dental morphology. Similar approaches are applied for 

measurements on 2D contours for positioning points essential 

for measurements. Subsequently the measured and calculated 

parameters are saved and analysed. The above mentioned 

algorithms are fully automated and if are interrupted, only for 

operators freedom to choose sectioning mode or for verifying 

correctness of the performed procedures (Figure 6). Thus the 

aDo method was applied to the following odontological 

samples: two antimere upper second molars – 1.7 ( and 2.7 

( of individual C2 from Sunghir’, having the highest degree 

of the studied morphological feature expression; the upper left 

third molar 2.8 ( of an adult individual K8_B7.2 from 

Chernovaya with low degree of feature expression; and the 

lower left first molar 3.6 ( with absence of the studied 

morphological feature. The Sughirian teeth were not only 

compared with reference samples but with each other as well. 

 

 

Figure 6. C2 2.7: results of performed orientation (upper) and 

measurements on contours (lower) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Automated digital odontometry (aDo) 

The described above algorithms, especially referring to 

orientation (as there are examples of irreversibly destructive 

sectioning of teeth in “pre-digital” period of anthropological 

and dental research), work only with 3D images, and they 

cannot be implemented on real teeth with expectations of 

comparable stability and accuracy. Though it is not a unique 

feature of this very method – there are others: based on shape 

analysis (Bailey et al., 2014), traditional visual studies (Ortiz et 

al., 2012) as well as other approaches (Berthaume et al., 2019; 

Choi et al., 2019). Nevertheless, in line with strong digital 
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component, aDo at the same time preserves relevance to 

substantive dental morphological structures. The suggested 

morphological interpretations and method development stage 

allows coverage of significant sector of dental morphological 

variety, i.e. different teeth (e.g. premolars and molars, upper or 

lower) and conditions (intact or with significant degree of 

attrition). Measurements, despite the studied sample variety, are 

formalised by same algorithms and 3D image processing 

methods. There is no expertly based measurement landmark 

setting on teeth or on soft tissues in aDo like in other described 

techniques (Ghizlanzioni et al., 2017; Oxillia et al., 2017): 

orientation and measurement algorithms are performed in fully 

automated mode. Odontometric data can be obtained on any 

number of teeth and comparisons potentially can be performed 

with arbitrary number of other measured teeth in relevance to an 

arbitrary number (from a single to all) of measured parameters. 

Measured values do not depend on teeth involved in the study, 

though they depend on their size and morphology. The 

parameters, obtained through measurements, can be grouped in 

linear (horizontal, or vestibular-oral, and vertical), contour and 

angular; some of them are measured, others – calculated. The 

odontometric data refers to teeth as whole; for each tooth – to 

cusps, however not separate but grouped (these groups, taking 

into consideration currently presented samples, include from 

one to three, but mainly two, cusps) according to their oral or 

vestibular position; in each group of cusps – to cuspal slopes – 

again, positioned orally and vestibularly (another approach for 

classifying slopes is outer and inner). We will not provide the 

whole range of the obtained odontometric data in this paper, 

only the most relevant in terms of bent cusp tip feature 

description are presented as summarised, average for whole sets 

of sections values (Table 1). Another significant structure 

discussed in the paper is the (anatomic) occlusal surface of teeth 

formed by inner slopes of cusps; it plays a marked role in 

morphological interpretations forming the basis of the method 

(its outlines are presented on Figure 6 as a dotted line). 

3.2. Odontometric data 

Dealing with linear parameters, both Sunghirian molars possess 

similarities regarding their vestibular-oral dimensions as well as 

their cusps, except for relatively wider 1.7 oral cusps – 6,57 mm 

(their tips, mentioning as a reminder, are noticeably bent). On 

the level of cusp slopes this observation is supported by wider 

oral (3,95 mm) and narrower vestibular slopes (2,62 mm) of 

oral cusps on 1.7 if compared to 2.7 tooth (3,39 mm and 2,75 

mm respectively). On vestibular cusps a reverse pattern is 

observed: not much, however wider cusps on 2.7 with wider 

vestibular slopes; this again is consistent with the observation of 

more bent cusp tips on 2.7. The opposing, or inner, slopes – 

located centrally on teeth –show tendency to shortening on bent 

cusps (2,62 mm on 1.7; 3,04 mm – 2.7). Against the 

background of two Sunghirian teeth the upper wisdom tooth 

from Chernovaya differs by its smaller sizes regarding almost 

all parameters except being the leader in vestibular-oral 

dimension of its occlusal surface (6,11 mm), which correlates 

with low degree of feature expression and relatively shallow 

cusps in general. We should also mention that all of the studied 

upper teeth are wider that the lower molar from Fofanovo, not 

including its comparable sizes of vestibular cusp (5,65 mm), 

which is predominantly due to pronounced outer slope (contour 

length – 5,32 mm); however, due to morphology of the 

masticatory system and orthognathic closure pattern of upper 

and lower teeth, it is more correct to compare lower vestibular 

cusps with upper oral.  

Another significant part of odontometric data referring to this 

study subject, as well an extension of our previous studies 

(Gaboutchian et al., 2019), are angular measurements. And here 

as well we can find support for the observed dental 

morphology: the sharpest angle among oral cusp belongs to 1.7 

C2 (82,8º). In combination with sharpest angle of inner slope 

inclination (49,8º) and high/moderate degree of outer slope 

inclination (33,0º) this values support observation of central 

inclination of cusps, their bending. Among vestibular cusp, 

again, the sharpest belongs to 2.7 C2 (81,6 º) which is coupled 

with sharpest angle of inner slope inclination (54,8º) and 

moderate degree of outer slope inclination (26,8º). It is 

impossible to ignore gradual increase of occlusal surface angle 

in sequence: Sunghir’ – Chernovaya – Fofanovo, which also 

corresponds to observations. But how do we get odontometric 

support for the case with Chernovaya and its moderate 

expression of the discussed morphological feature? Here, 

regarding angular measurements, we register peak increase of 

outer slope inclination on vestibuar cusps (38,0º) and, on the 

contrary, decrease of outer slope inclination on oral cusps 

(28,2º), which partly compensates its widely opened occlusal 

surface. Within a broader scope we can describe this as an oral 

displacement of the occlusal surface. 

 

1.7 

C2 

2.7 

C2 

2.8 

Ch 

3.6 

F 

linear horizontal, mm 
tooth 12,71 12,34 10,59 9,89 

oral cusps (oc) 6,57 6,14 5,19 4,24 

oc oral slopes 3,95 3,39 2,08 1,24 

oc vest.slopes 2,62 2,75 3,11 3,00 

vest. cusps (vc) 6,14 6,20 5,40 5,65 

vc oral slopes 3,33 3,04 3,00 2,79 

vc vest.slopes 2,80 3,16 2,40 2,86 

occl. surface 5,95 5,79 6,11 5,79 

linear vertical, mm 
occl. surface 2,25 2,13 1,66 1,14 

contour length, mm 
tooth 22,70 21,67 17,02 14,92 

oral cusps (oc) 11,51 10,12 8,45 6,42 

oc oral slopes 7,83 6,47 4,76 3,04 

oc vest.slopes 3,69 3,65 3,69 3,38 

vest. cusps (vc) 11,19 11,54 8,57 8,51 

vc oral slopes 4,30 4,05 3,83 3,19 

vc vest.slopes 6,89 7,49 4,75 5,32 

occl. surface 7,99 7,71 7,52 6,57 

angular, deg 
oral cusps (oc) 82,8 86,2 90,4 95,6 

oc oral slopes 33,0 34,2 28,2 27,6 

oc vest.slopes 49,8 52,0 62,1 68,0 

vest. cusps (vc) 82,2 81,6 97,9 103,9 

vc oral slopes 56,2 54,8 59,9 66,7 

vc vest.slopes 26,0 26,8 38,0 37,2 

occl. surface 106,0 106,8 122,1 134,7 

Table 1. Odontometric data: absolute values 

As can be seen, absolute values of odontometric parameters 

form a multi-coloured picture of objective data largely 

corresponding to observations of dental morphological features. 

However, analysis of absolute parameter ratios and complex 

coefficients are no less important, as they partially smooth out 

differences in sizes of teeth. A very limited, though informative, 
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part of calculated parameters is presented in Table 2. And they 

show similarities, as well as differences between Sunghirian 

molars with their almost identical (if presented with two 

decimal places) occlusal surface / tooth ratios; with lowest 

ratios (corresponding to sharper cusps) on C2 1.7 oral and C2 

2.7 vestibular cusps. Moreover, there is a remarkable significant 

variance in ratio values on different cusps of the lower molar 

(2,58 vs 1,06), which means the presented odontometric data 

can serve for differentiating groups of teeth, e.g. lower molars 

from upper molars.    

 

1.7 

C2 

2.7 

C2 

2.8 

Ch 

3.6 

F 

linear horizontal 
oral cusps 

inner / outer slopes 0,70 0,84 1,53 2,58 

vestibular cusps 

inner / outer slopes 1,22 1,01 1,36 1,06 

occlusal surface 

occl.surface / tooth 0,47 0,47 0,57 0,58 

contour length 

oral cusps 

inner / outer slopes 0,48 0,57 0,77 1,15 

vestibular cusps 

inner / outer slopes 0,63 0,55 0,86 0,62 

occlusal surface 

occl.surface / tooth 0,35 0,35 0,44 0,44 

Table 2. Odontometric data: ratios 

Nevertheless, we are not aimed to present a complete 

odontometric description for the studied teeth, as more than two 

hundred parameters are obtained on each tooth section. Though 

there is objective evidence that automated digital odontometry 

(aDo) can serve an effective instrument in morphological 

description of teeth. And it is difficult to pick a very specific 

parameter for description of sharpened cusps with bent tips; 

more likely it is a matter of combining various data for creating 

a complete morphological profile of a tooth, or groups of teeth. 

3.3. Anthropological considerations 

Though there might be an opinion that in terms of 

anthropological studies, comparisons of Upper Palaeolithic 

upper second molars with third upper molar dated to Bronze 

Age, or any other involvement of third molars odontological 

analysis, is not reliable. The reason is in very high degree of 

variability of third molar morphology (it can be clearly seen on 

dental arch scan from Chernovaya, if you compare with each 

other antimere wisdom teeth), and expression of any traits on 

them cannot be considered as a consistent feature. On the other 

hand probably due to morphological variability we have 

revealed a rare and presumably archaic feature on the third 

molar. In fact, there are examples of extensive studies in dental 

anthropology based on geometric morphometric analysis 

involving the above-mentioned teeth (Gomez-Robles et al., 

2012). However we should mention that the comparisons 

between second and third molars performed in the current study 

are mainly related to 3D image analysis method based on 

automated algorithms objectively reflecting dental morphology, 

not to historically or anthropologically referred interpretations 

(though we can’t exclude completely that they in fact are 

correct). 

3.4. Prospects 

The presented odontometric data requires implementation of 

more sophisticated and up-to-date methods of analysis, 

including self-learning algorithms. The measurement method 

itself is developing in the direction of increase of diversity in 

obtaining odontometric parameters, including parameters 

referring not only teeth but their closure as well. However, teeth 

themselves have a potential for more profound odontometric 

studies, especially and largely due to such imaging techniques 

as micro-CT and corresponding image processing techniques. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Automated digital odontometry (aDo) – based on combination 

of 3D surface and 2D contour analysis with morphological 

interpretations – provides for objective studies referred to dental 

morphology and its relatively rare cases. This includes features 

which traditionally have been described through non-metric 

methods on unique anthropological findings reflecting archaic 

trait expression. 
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